
Date Submitted Comments Responses

11/06/2017 10:50am

I know this isn't exactly the right space but I do need to comment on the bar staff. 

Where the buttery and cafe staff are lovely, the bar staff are consistently rude an 

unwelcoming. Comments like "if you need to know how much it costs you can't afford 

it" and a general unwelcoming and extremely rude manner put me and others off the 

bar as a whole. It is a shame because everyone else who works in catering at fitz 

make it a lovely place to be 

I will pass the comments to the bar

21/10/2017 03:47am

Eggs can make or break a brunch. The surrounding elements on the brunch plate are 

excellent but the scrambled eggs seem rushed - would be amazing if they were 

improved 

The eggs are not rushed although obviously Brunch is 

always very busy. Please remember that the eggs will 

be different than if you were cooking for yourself as 

they are held

21/10/2017 01:30pm

Please include more options without onions. I really struggle to eat onions, leeks, 

spring onions, etc and there are very few mains offered that are completely free of 

these ingredients. 

At the very least, please mention when something includes onions so I can plan my 

meals accordingly. Thank you

Week 1 Easter there are 17 main courses on the 

menu without onions. Of the dishes that do have 

onions there are a lot where the onions are not 

noticeable such as the chicken and mushroom pie. 

Unfortunately onions are a staple in a lot of recipes as 

they give flavour.

26/10/2017 10:32am
Can there be chips/waffles/wedges/french fries/smileys - or at least some variation 

throughout the week - other than new potatoes? 
There are

26/10/2017 10:33am
Can there be chips/waffles/wedges/french fries/smileys - or at least some variation 

throughout the week - other than new potatoes? 
As above

29/10/2017 08:45am
I think there should be a vegan main course available at every normal buttery meal, 

as there is for formals dinners.

We have now introduced this as a trial for Easter 

Term and will monitor

09/11/2017 10:06am

Portion sizes are terrible and leave most people I have spoken to still hungry after 

they have finished their meal. Please don't take offence with this comment and just 

address the issue being raised. 

Portion sizes for Main items are very good value. If 

you want larger then you will need to pay more. 

Students now help themselves to veg and chips

22/11/2017 12:26pm
Not really for the buttery, but is there any chance that the bar can start serving 

mulled wine/cider during the end of michaelmas term?
I will pass to the bar

22/11/2017 03:00pm can the arrabiata be spicy please - otherwise its just tomato sauce ! 
It is but we have to be fairly middle of the road to 

cater for all.

22/11/2017 03:01pm Could the pasta be more al dente please 

We will speak to the chefs and address the issue. 

Again remember that the pasta is held under lights 

and will continue to cook.

25/11/2017 09:55am
would it be possible to have the baked potatos made for  dinner as well as lunch? 

this would be great ! 

Historically they never sold at dinner but we will try 

again



04/12/2017 03:39am
I went to buttery for dinner on Saturday and out of all the options for the main, 

everything had onions. Please use fewer onions. 

Week 1 Easter there are 17 main courses on the 

menu without onions. Of the dishes that do have 

onions there are a lot where the onions are not 

noticeable such as the chicken and mushroom pie. 

Unfortunately onions are a staple in a lot of recipes as 

they give flavour.

07/02/2018 11:21am
Could the old Raspberry & White Chocolate muffins be brought back! The new ones 

have a raspberry puree type thing in the middle which has ruined them!
We can no longer get these

20/02/2018 10:52am

Today at Asian theme night, the catering staff were giving out takeaway boxes to 

everyone even though there clearly were plates available. I don't think this is 

conducive to Fitz's reputation as a green college and I was not impressed at all.

The take away containers are vegware and thus 

compostable. We saved on chemicals and energy for 

the dishwasher. It is totally compatible with Fitz's 

reputation as a green college. It’s a bit of fun 

22/02/2018 11:47am
Could we have more choices for brunch? Eggs benedict and smoked salmon highly 

recommend!

Eggs Benedict requires making to order and smoked 

salmon would be too expensive

03/03/2018 03:40pm
Hi. The pasta carbonara today 03.03.2018 was absolutely wonderful, the new recipe 

was great! Not too creamy, with really nice bacon and mushrooms. More please!
Thank you

04/03/2018 04:20pm

Can the published buttery menus for each term also contain the actual week they 

represent in non-Cambridge format (i.e. 13-19th February)? Think it would help with 

understanding, particularly towards end of term or if you fall out of sync with 

Cambridge weeks? 

The dates are now on the buttery menus to avoid 

confusion

17/03/2018 06:29am
4 times been to brunch and you have run out, you say you run from 11.30 to 1.30. 

sort it out!

We always operate Brunch from 11:30 - 13:30. We 

will never have the same amount of food towards the 

end of service that we have at the beginning. We try 

and avoid wastage.


